


Aims of the workshop
• What is phonics? – some key terminology

• How do phonemes sound?

• How do we teach phonics?

• What is the Year 1 phonics check?

• Ideas to support your child at home



Importance of Reading

‘Being able to read is the most important skill 
children will learn during their early schooling. 

It has far-reaching implications for lifelong 
learning, confidence and well being’. 

(Letters and Sounds- Principles and practice of high quality phonics)



•

•



Reading:
Word Recognition

How? (Not just phonics!)



= Phonics 
A key skill leading to independent reading and writing

(Once reading and writing independently and fluently a child will only need 
phonics for unfamiliar words.)

Knowledge of the sounds 
single letters and groups 
of letters make

Skills of blending (to read) 
and segmenting (to write)



Technical Vocabulary
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Any questions so far?
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‘Letters and Sounds’ summarised.

Listening
Rhyme, rhythm, alliteration, 
playing with sounds and words.

Phase 1 Nursery and 
Reception

Single letters 
from alphabet

Most letters from alphabet, 
blending letters into words.

Phase 2 Reception

Two letters = one sound. 
Three letters = one sound

Remaining letters of alphabet, 
first digraphs and trigraphs Phase 3

Reception, 
revisit in Y1

Hugging 
consonants

Consonant blends, 
blending longer words.

Phase 4 Reception, 
revisit in Y1

More than one way = 
the same sound.

Alternative graphemes for the 
same sound / alternative sounds 
for the same grapheme

Phase 5
Y1, parts 
in YR

Spelling rules, 
including suffixes

Rules about 
word endings

Phase 6 Y2, 
KS2
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Pronunciation of all phonemes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BqhXUW_v-1s  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BqhXUW_v-1s










Any questions so far?



Phonics lessons
Revisit and Review

Recently and previously learned phoneme-grapheme correspondences, and blending and 
segmenting skills.

Teach
New phoneme-grapheme correspondences; skills of blending and segmenting.

Practise
New phoneme-grapheme correspondences; skills of blending and segmenting.

Apply
New knowledge and skills while reading/writing.



Read Write Inc cards

• We use Read Write Inc cards to support 
children in phonics lessons

• See handout of the cards that are used in 
class. 
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How can I help my child? 

Sound buttons – Placing a dot for each phoneme 
sound and a dash for digraphs and trigraphs. 
Breaking dow words for spelling

Example –

• Help children to see digraphs/ trigraphs in words 
to support blending for reading. 

chip → ch i p 

shark → sh ar k 



How can I help my child? 
Supporting blending and segmenting -

• Snail Talk – To support blending explain that you are going to 
stretch the word (into the component phonemes) so that they 
can blend them to hear the word. 

• Robot Talk – Encourage children to move their arms in turn as 
they segment a word to represent individual phonemes. 

• Phoneme Fingers – Hold up fingers to represent the number of 
phonemes in the word. Children press the tip of each finger as 
if it is a sound button and then run your finger over the finger 
tips (you have just ‘pressed’) and say/ read the whole word. 



How can I help my child? 
• Treasure hunt - Ask your child to find items around the house that 

represent particular sounds, i.e. ‘oo’ - ‘spoon’ ‘bedroom’ (Sound not actual 
spelling!)

• Play matching pairs – with key words or individual sounds/pictures.

• Play tricky word bingo

• Flashcard letters and words – how quickly can they read them?

• Notice words / letters / digraphs / trigraphs in the environment.
• I spy – Say the rhyme ‘I spy with my little eye something beginning with 

______’ allow your child plenty of opportunities to guess what you have 
chosen! Or play the game where the sound is within the word and include 
some digraph sounds! 

• Playing with words – Encourage your child to sound out the word as you 
change it from mat to fat to sat; from sat to sag to sap; and from sap to sip 
/ chain, main, Spain, pain, paint .See pack for further ideas and suggestions 



How can I help my child at Phase 2, 3, 4 and 5? 
Pronounce the sound correctly! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BqhXUW_v-1s  

Supporting  recalling the grapheme (letter or letters) to phoneme (sound):
Make cards with grapheme (s, ai, igh) on each: play snap, throw toy and say letter lands on, jump onto letter, hide 
letters around room or garden, spot same letter in a favourite book. 
Keep activities, short and frequent, ideally with few other distractions. Praise concentration and effort, as much 
as recalling letter sounds correctly: acknowledge a good effort ( saying n is m, p is b).

Supporting blending letter sounds into a whole word: 
Sound button phonetic words – a dot for a single letter grapheme, a line for a digraph or trigraph.
Snail Talk – spread the individual sounds together to blend them into a word. 
Spreading Jam – spread letter sounds together like spreading lumps of jam across toast.
Phoneme Fingers – Hold up fingers to represent the number of phonemes in the word. Children press the tip of 
each finger, to hear / say each sound. Then run hand over the ‘phoneme fingers’ rapidly and say/ read the whole 
word. 
Often children need help to say the individual letter sounds quickly and close together: this makes for easier 
blending into a whole word!
The Dfes ‘Letters and Sounds’ web site has lists of words that can be made with the sounds in each Phase. 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/letters-and-sounds
Supporting segmenting 
Robot Talk – move arms in turn as segment or separate a word into its main sounds. You can do this with any short 
word. It is effective to explore rhyme this way (big, pig in a wig / a bat and a cat inside a hat).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BqhXUW_v-1s
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/letters-and-sounds


Speaking and listening
Speaking and Listening is pivotal

How can you help?   Provide your child with lots of different 
opportunities to speak and listen with others:

o Preparing meals

o Tidying up

o Putting shopping away

o Getting ready to go out

• Show you are interested in their conversation

• Read stories

• Use puppets and toys



Reading books
• PRAISE all attempts. Practice and persistence make progress: thus  

practice and persistence deserve explicit valuing. 

• Reading daily to your child  OR with your child OR listen to them 
read OR take turns to read parts.

• Encourage and model correct pronunciation of sounds. 

• Encourage blending / sounding out as one strategy when they are 
having trouble reading a word. 

• Encourage other reading strategies too: ‘on sight’, picture, syntax, 
context. (See ‘Word Recognition’ near beginning.)

• Let your child see you read, for your own needs, be these practical 
or pleasure!



Reading books
Once is never enough! - Encourage your child to re-read favorite books and 

poems as well as their school reading scheme book. Re-reading helps 
children read more quickly and accurately.

Ask each other short questions about the book – these can be literal and easy 
to answer looking at the pictures or captions. Ask each other how you 
know these facts too!

Dig deeper into the story - Ask your child questions about the book. Say 
something like, "Why do you think she did that?" “What else could they 
have done?” “How do you think he feels?” “What might happen next?” (The 
answer just needs to be plausible, but need not be what the author 
actually made happen next) “ Why do you think that word is in bigger 
letters?” “ What other facts could they have put in there?” This is great 
for comprehension. 



Reading books
I read to you, you read to me - Take turns reading aloud at bedtime. Kids enjoy this special 

time with their parents.

One more time with feeling - When your child has sounded out an unfamiliar word, have him 
or her re-read that sentence. Often kids are so busy figuring out a word they lose the 
meaning of what they've just read.

Spot a repeated word or sound – Point out that a word your child has just read is on the next 
page. Give them time to spot the second word, while you point to the first. Do the same for a 
digraph or trigraph that your child has read well / needed help with. 

‘Tricky word spot’ within the book – How many times does one word, that your child choses, 
come up in the book. You could count and then your child check and see if you are correct 
or have forgotten some!

Ask where in the text / pictures information can be found – “How do you know Biff liked 
that?” “Where does it tell you some facts about Lemons?” “What do the instructions tell you 
it is important to check?” All these questions build formal reading comprehension skills.  



Useful websites

• Watch!
• https://www.mrthornenetwork.com/phonics

• Play!
• http://www.phonicsplay.co.uk

• https://learn.readwithfonics.com/parent/phonics-games

• For fun!
• http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/supermovers/42612496

https://www.mrthornenetwork.com/phonics
http://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/
https://learn.readwithfonics.com/parent/phonics-games
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/supermovers/42612496

